
Proposed self mailer option created new opportunities 
& resulted in impressive catalog sales.

International Coins & Currency have been using printed catalogs along with purchased lists as a 
way to drive sales and promote their coin collecting products to new and existing customers. 
Their catalogs gave prospects a wide selection of products and offers but didn’t allow ICC to 
tailor their message or pricing directly to those prospects.

Initially, ICC tried a ‘prospecting only’ catalog and went from a 32 page catalog to a 24 page 
option, and lowered their cost per book by five cents. Their resulting sales were about even 
with their regular catalog mailings. Their Royle Account Executive then proposed a cheaper 
and potentially more effective option, a six panel glue-tack self mailer. This option was 
appealing for a few reasons:

 • Print & postage costs are much lower due to the smaller size.

 • No order form was required, as ICC was able to print it as part of the offer.

 • Royle was able to offer three glue-dots applied inline instead of tabbing the self  
 mailer, which provides a lower cost then tabbing and a much cleaner looking piece.

 • ICC was able to create a more targeted and appealing mail catalog with exclusive  
 offers to potential new customers at a lower cost than their regular sized catalog.

With a reduced cost per piece, 34 cents less than their regular sized catalog, ICC was able to 
increase their circulation from their original quantity of 10,000-20,000 to 30,000! As a result 
of the more targeted self mailer, their average order cost increased by 68%! ICC also 
saw an increase in new customers who ordered, jumping from an average of 75 people 
to 120! The lower investment for the self mailer is a big factor in allowing ICC to run more 
prospecting campaigns to build their customer base and increase new orders.

A few things to consider...

• Glue Dots vs Tabs: three glue dots for a letter rate piece needs to be 1 oz. or less.

• Case Study Self Mailer Specs: Paper - 80# House #3 Matte TW; Quantity - 30,000

About Us
Our goal is to be viewed as a leading resource of print and digital solutions, helping 
our clients choose the right blend of mediums to execute their marketing strategies. 
As multi-channel marketing and communication tactics continue to evolve, Royle will 
press forward with investments in new technologies and equipment; keeping our 
clients and Royle on the forefront of this evolution.
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